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It is perhaps surprising, given the
contemporary eminence of
neuroscience within biological
research, that it was not
appreciated until the 17th century
that the brain might have an
important function. A compelling
new book by Carl Zimmer surveys
the scientific, conceptual and
political upheavals in England at
this time as a backdrop to the
major experimental work carried
out by a little-known doctor,
Thomas Willis in Oxford, who was
key to unravelling the beginnings
of our modern view of the brain.
Aristotle dominated ‘natural
philosophy’ for 2,000 years, but he
had little interest in the kind of
theories you could test. He
explained the world by the ends
not the means which did not teach
one to look closely at the detail.
The Greeks, for example, had a
horror of dissecting people. This
didn’t prevent them from offering
an account of human biology in
which the heart served as the seat
of reason, and the brain simply
‘temper[ed] the heat and seething
of the heart’.
‘Aristotle’s rational soul was
both nowhere and everywhere in
the human body. Yet Aristotle also
believed that specific parts of the
body carry out its faculties. He
scoffed at the idea that the brain
could be such a place, since he
saw from his dissections that
many animals had no visible brain
at all but could still perceive the
world and give rise to actions...
without freezers or formaldehyde
to halt its decay, a brain quickly
takes on the look and feel of
custard - hardly the stuff of reason
and will,’ writes Zimmer.
The second-century physician
Galen mapped the body by
dissecting animals and looking at
the open wounds of gladiators.
When, in 1537, Andreas Vesalius,
a lecturer in anatomy at the
University of Padua, began to
sketch his dissections of human
cadavers, he found that people
were not made from the animal
organs described by Galen.
Nonetheless the heart held
conceptual sway as a key to the
source of thoughts and feelings.
But in 1600, the young English
doctor William Harvey studied at
Padua. His eventually discovery
that the ‘heart sends blood
through the body in a loop’ and
functioned basically as a pump
sent out philosophical
shockwaves. Harvey later served
as a physician to the English king,
Charles I, who introduced him to
Viscount Montgomery.
Montgomery had fallen from a
horse when he was a boy, leaving
a gap in his ribs, subsequently
covered by a metal plate, which
he was able to remove for Harvey.
‘I immediately saw a vast hole,’
Harvey wrote, and he was able
just to observe the beating heart. I
was almost tempted to think…
that the motion of the heart was
only to be comprehended by
God.’ It is understandable, then,
that Harvey had trouble
persuading his peers of his
breakthrough. As civil war loomed,
Harvey followed Charles I to
Oxford as loyalists and puritans
grouped around their centres of
support before the battles ahead.
Harvey began teaching his
theories to some of the students,
including a young man named
Thomas Willis, who had recently
decided to pursue a career in
medicine rather than the Church.
Harvey now had his disciples,
determined not only to trace the
course of blood through the body
but to follow his experimental
methods. Willis eventually tracked
the flow of blood to the brain. In
attempting to understand its
function there, he gave the first
account of the network of nerves
and blood vessels on which our
understanding of that organ is
based.
By comparing the brains of
humans and animals, he found
that the brain of a fish or a cow
had the same basic architecture
as a human’s - a medulla,
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cerebellum and cerebrum.
Compared to animals, however,
humans had a gigantic cerebrum,
gnarled with convolutions. Willis
believed that the difference in
shape must mean a difference in
how the brains functioned.
Humans and animals had
practically identical cerebellums
covered by a regular pattern of
ridges and streaked inside by a
starburst pattern. The
cerebellum’s simple texture
suggested that it worked like a
simple machine. ‘It created spirits
that traveled down to the heart
and other organs and kept them in
clock-like motion without any
supervision of the higher
faculties,’ writes Zimmer. ‘The
Spirits inhabiting the Cerebel
perform unperceivedly and silently
their works of Nature,’ Willis
wrote.
Willis’s achievements are the
more striking given the backdrop
of thinking about the brain. ‘The
immortal soul had no physical
dimension, but the church fathers
put its faculties in the empty
ventricles of the head, where they
could not be corrupted by weak,
mortal flesh,’ writes Zimmer.
When the English philosopher
Henry More wrote about the brain
in the seventeenth century he
declared that ‘this lax pith or
marrow in man’s head shows no
more capacity for thought than a
cake of suet or a bowl of curds.’
‘Descartes took the soul out of
the material universe but left
human beings with an immaterial
soul capable of reason and of
intervening between sensation and
action through the pineal gland.
Hobbes on the other hand did
away with the immaterial
altogether. The notion of
immaterial spirits was nothing
more than a delusion of the human
imagination,’ Zimmer writes.
Willis lies at the centre of
Zimmer’s account of the ‘mapping
of the mind’ that began during the
English civil war. He ushered in
what Zimmer calls the
‘neurocentric age’, in which, as he
writes, ‘the brain is central not
only to the body but to our
conception of ourselves’. And in
which we think of the brain’s
operation as mechanical and
chemical, rather than spiritual.
Zimmer recounts one gruesome
story that helped convince Willis
of his mechanical approach. A
female servant, Anne Greene, was
convicted of murder of her
stillborn baby and sentenced to
hang. At her execution in the
grounds of Oxford Castle she
claimed her innocence before the
executioner pushed away the
ladder. She was later taken down
from the scaffold and her body
placed in a coffin for dispatch to
Willis and a colleague for a public
autopsy, which had become
popular at the time. But when they
opened the coffin they heard a
rattling in her throat and found a
weak pulse. 
The two doctors worked rapidly
to try to revive her and transferred
her, amid astonishment amongst
the audience, to a bed in an
adjacent room where she
remarkably recovered. Willis later
quizzed her about her recollections
but she remembered nothing
about the approach to the scaffold
or the hanging or any subsequent
thought or feelings. Willis
concluded that memory was a
mechanical function: ‘her memory
was like a clock whose weights
had been taken off a while and
afterward hung on again.’
It was his observations on
incidents like this and many more
less dramatic ones amongst his
patients that convinced Willis to
study the brain. ‘I determined with
myself seriously to enter presently
upon a new course, and to rely on
this one thing, not to pin my faith
on the received opinions of
others, nor on the suspicions and
guesses of my own mind, but for
the future to believe nature and
ocular demonstrations,’ wrote
Willis.
‘In his fifteen years as a doctor,
Willis had performed enough
autopsies to know that the classic
descriptions of the brain were
wrong, as were the usual methods
of autopsy, which deformed the
brain, slashing vessels and
nerves,’ writes Zimmer. Willis and
a colleague dissected the brain in
a different way, coming at it from
the underside and extracting the
brain whole and intact. Willis
would then hold it for his audience
to see. Looking at the brain this
way forced Willis and his friends
to think about it in a new light: not
as a nondescript mass of flesh
glued to the inside of the skull but
as an independent organ.
It appears it took Willis some
time and courage to embark on
his studies, given the political and
religious foment, because he
would inevitably have been led
into an investigation of the soul —
a truly dangerous pastime for a
man like Willis, with a house full of
royalist conspirators, a despised
theology, and no university post.
‘The late 1650s would have been a
particularly bad time for Willis to
start this investigation, because
the fever that had gripped
England for almost twenty years
was spiking once more,’ writes
Zimmer.
A strength of this book is its
attention to the chain of
acquaintances that led to Willis’s
work: the cast list includes Rene
Descartes, Robert Boyle,
Christopher Wren and Thomas
Hobbes, each of whom, at various
points, takes center stage. Ideas
follow lines of friendship as well
as inquiry. What develops is a
mechanistic or materialist view of
the world: a world understood by
the means rather than the ends.
And politics played its part in
the contrasting thinking of the
royalists and puritans whose
influence was both general and
specific: such as the enforced
encampment at Oxford for Willis
and several colleagues. ‘Yet the
political chaos also turned
Oxford intellectually into a fizing
vial of spirits… Scandalously new
ideas about the soul itself
bubbled up — not theological
ideas so much as scientific ones,
even political ones. And out of
experience, Willis would find his
own ambition to make an
anatomy of the soul.’
While Zimmer concludes with a
comparison of Willis’s theories
with some modern accounts of
neuroscience, it is the detailed
and expansive historical account
of the events in 17th century
England in which Willis operated
that will engage with most
readers. He may also help to gain
greater recognition for the Oxford
doctor whose many colleagues
and contemporaries have found
much bigger places in history.
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